Abstract. The Cunningham project seeks to factor numbers of the form b n 1 with b = 2; 3; :: : small. One of the most useful techniques is Aurifeuillian Factorization whereby such a number is partially factored by replacing b by a polynomial in such a way that polynomial factorization is possible. For example, by substituting y = 2 k into the polynomial factorization (2y 2 ) 2 + 1 = (2y 2 ? 2y + 1)(2y 2 + 2y + 1) we can partially factor 2 4k+2 + 1. Schinzel Sch] gave a list of such identities that have proved useful in the Cunningham project; we believe that Schinzel identi ed all numbers that can be factored by such identities and we prove this if one accepts our de nition of what \such an identity" is. We then develop our theme to similarly factor f(b n ) for any given polynomial f, using deep results of Faltings from algebraic geometry and Fried from the classi cation of nite simple groups.
Introduction
In 1925 Cunningham and Woodall published a book of factorizations of numbers of the form 2 n 1; 3 n 1; etc. Evidently such information provides useful examples for several topics in elementary number theory. As the theory of factoring has developed, such numbers have proved to be fertile ground for the initial development of factoring techniques, which may subsequently be generalizable to factoring arbitrary integers. The book BLS] contains a good historical account up to the time it was written; and for up-to-date data see the website http://www.cerias.purdue.edu/homes/ssw/cun/index.html. Indeed even the number eld sieve, the latest general factoring technique, was rst suggested by Pollard to attack numbers in the \Cunningham Project". The end of these developments is not yet in sight:
The invention of new factorization] methods may push o the limits of the unknown a little further, just as the invention of a new astronomical instrument may push o a little the boundaries of the physical universe; but the unknown regions are in nite, and if we could come back a thousand years from now we should no doubt nd workers in the theory of numbers announcing in the journals new schemes and new processes for the resolution of a given number into its factors. D.N. Lehmer, Scienti c Monthly, Sept 1918.
The number b n ? 1 can be partially factored by substituting x = b into the \algebraic factorization" x n ? 1 = be partially factored as , provided that k is not a power of 2. These factorizations merely amount to algebraic factorization into higher degree cyclotomic polynomials, however, so give us nothing new. In general the e ect of the substitution x = y q on the cyclotomic polynomial ' n is given by the cyclotomic factorization, ' n (y q ) = Y djQ ' nq=d (y); where Q is the largest factor of q prime to n and (1) ' n (?x) = Brent Br] gave new proofs of these identities and algorithms for computing the the polynomials u and v.) We shall give a motivated description of these factorizations at the end of section 4.
Since they have proved so useful to the Cunningham project, it has long been desired to nd more such \Aurifeuillian factorizations", or some analogous construction. However, what is desired does not seem to have been precisely de ned in the literature. For an identity to be as useful to the Cunningham project as those above, one presumably wants the following Desired Properties. Given n, there is a g(y) 2 Q y] with (I) ' n (g(y)) reducible, and (II) for some integer b, there are in nitely many integers m for which g(m) is a power of b.
Our main result (proved in Section 6) is that by combining Schinzel's identities and cyclotomic factorizations, one nds all g with the above \desired properties".
Theorem. Suppose that there is an integer n and g(t) 2 Q t] with the desired properties (I) and (II) above. Then we can write g(t) = (a(t + c) q ) NL where (L; n) = 1 and all prime divisors of N divide n, such that a is rational but a 1=Q is irrational if Qjq and Q > 1. Then ' n (g(t)) = The ideas used above can be developed for a far more general problem: For a given irreducible polynomial f(x) 2 Z x] we wish to factor f(n) for all integers n, or perhaps for n in some special subset (such as the powers of some xed integer). First we will want to determine g(t) 2 Q t] for which f(g(t)) is reducible.
and only if g(t) ? is reducible in K t], where K is the splitting eld of f over Q and f( ) = 0. Proof. Note that f(g(t)) = Q (g(t) ? ). First suppose that f(g(t)) = A(t)B(t) for A; B 2 Q t] and let a (t) = gcd(A(t); g(t) ? ). Then the a (t)'s are conjugate in K and no two have a root in common, so they have norm A. Conversely, if g(t) ? factors then the norm of each factor is a factor in Q t] of f(g(t)).
Note that f(t) j f(t+f(t)), so that there is no di culty in nding g(t) with deg g deg f for which f(g(t)) is reducible. (More generally, if k(t); l(t) 2 Z t] and h(t) is any factor of f(k(t)) then h(t) j f(g(t)) for g(t) = k(t) + l(t)h(t).) This leads us to the: Question. Suppose that f(x) 2 Z x] is irreducible. Can one nd in nitely many g(t) 2 Q t], distinct under linear transformations t ! at+b, with deg g < deg f, such that f(g(t)) is reducible in Q t]?
It seems to be di cult to apply the criterion of Lemma 1 in general, though it may work in special cases. On the other hand, researchers have studied the problem of determining, for a given g(x), the set of integers for which g(x)? is reducible: Trivially t?n divides g(t)?g(n) so g(x)? is reducible if = g(n) for some integer n. Also if g is a composition, such as g(t) = p(q(t)), then q(t) ? n divides g(t) ? p(n). In 1986, Fried Fr] showed that if g is not a non-trivial composition of polynomials and is not a member of a certain family of degree ve polynomials, then there are at most nitely many , not equal to g(n) for some n, for which g(x)? is reducible. The deep proof involves Faltings' Theorem as well as an application of the classi cation of nite simple groups. Similar results can be proved with restricted to any given eld. The exceptional monic quintics are parametrized by Fascinating but beside the point.
Returning to our attack on Aurifeuillian factorization, we now proceed a little di erently, investigating whether we can nd in nitely many g(x) 2 Z x], without repeated roots but with g(n) a square for in nitely many integers n, such that there exist u(x); v(x); w(x) 2 = (u(n) ? yv(n))(u(n) + yv(n)) and it is likely that gcd(f(n); u(n) yv(n)) will be factors of f(n). Note also that there is no loss of generality in our assumption that the polynomials in (3) are in Z x] rather than Q x], since we may multiply through by an appropriate constant (though leaving f xed).
Equation (3) is equivalent to the assertion that g(x) corresponds to a square in the quotient eld K = Q x]=(f(x)); and there is no loss of generality in taking that solution with w of minimal degree. We can assume that g is not a constant as that would merely lead to a polynomial factorization of w(x)f(x). On the other hand, if there are in nitely many integers n for which g(n) is a square then g must be of degree 2 by Siegel's Theorem Si]. Thus we will know that there are only nitely many such g in (3) Finally we mention special values of binary homogeneous forms f(x; y) 2 Z x; y]; that is, we wish to factor f(m; n), where (m; n) = 1. As before, we investigate whether we can nd in nitely many homogeneous g 1 (x; y); g 2 (x; y) 2 Z x; y], without repeated factors, for which w(x; y)f(x; y) = g 1 (x; y)u(x; y) Gauss wrote: \It is easy to see that the two terms of highest degree in the function Y will always be 2x m +x m?1 and the highest term of the function Z is x m?1 . The remaining coe cients, all of which will be integers, will vary according to the nature of the number n, and cannot be given by a general analytic formula." However in 1993 Brent Br] where f p (x) = P m 1 ( m p ) x m m , whenever p 3 (mod 4). He also gave an analogous expression, involving cosh and sinh, for 4' n (x) when n is any odd squarefree number > 3.
Aurifeuille Lu] showed a similar result: For all odd primes p one has In 1992, Hendrik Lenstra showed one of us a delightful direct proof of (4) Lenstra's proof follows from noting that p and (?1) (p?1)=2 p are both squares in Q( p ) though, slightly modifying the above proof, it su ces to note that their product is a square. This then generalizes easily: Suppose that r is an integer, n = e 2i =n and that r n is a square in Q( n ), say r n = , which is the norm of n (rx 2 ? n ) (from Q( n ) to Q) factors as the norm of x ? n times the norm of x + n . This gives all of the factorizations that one can deduce from Schinzel's equations (2), provided that we know when r n is a square in Q( n ). We determine all cases of this in the next result.
Lemma 3. Suppose that r is a squarefree integer (positive or negative), and m = e 2i =m for any m 1. The number r n is a square in Q( n ) in only the following cases: i) If n is odd then r = (?1=d)d for some djn;
ii) If n is twice an odd integer then r = ?(?1=d)d for some odd djn;
iii) If n is four times an odd integer then r = 2d for some odd djn.
Proof. Since r n is a square in Q( n ), we know that all of the prime divisors of r must ramify in Q( n )jQ so that they divide n, and thus r divides n. As we have seen, for any odd prime p the Gauss sum p is in Q( p ), and its square is (?1=p)p. Therefore for any odd r dividing n we have that (?1=r)r is the square of Q pjr p , so is a square in Q( n ), since each Q( p ) Q( n ).
For given r as in the hypothesis, let d be the largest odd divisor of r, and s = r=(?1=d)d. Then r n is a square in Q( n ) if and only if s n is a square in Q( n ). The possible values for s are 1; 2; note that the smallest cyclotomic eld in which ?1 is a square is Q( 4 ) since ?1 = ( 4 ) 2 , and the smallest cyclotomic eld in which 2 (resp., ?2) is a square is Q( 8 ) since 2 = ( ( 8 + 8 )) 2 (resp., 2 = ( ( ; and from the above ?1 and 2 are not squares in Q( n ), so neither are ? n ; 2 n .
If n is twice an odd number then ? n = ( are not squares in Q( n ), so neither are n ; 2 n .
If n is four times an odd number then 2 n = ((1 + 4 )=
. From the above -1 is a square in Q( n ), so ?2 n is also. On the other hand 2 is not square in Q( n ), so neither are n .
If 8jn then, from the above ?1 and 2 are squares in Q( n ). However n is not a square in Q( n ) so neither are ? n ; 2 n .
Developing Lenstra's perspective
We re-interpret Lenstra's proof by noting that )=p (= + ; ? , say), which are both integers less than P (when p > 3). Therefore ( ; P) will both be non-trivial factors of P ( ) must be abelian. Proof of the Theorem. Schinzel and Tijdeman ST] , applying results of Siegel and Baker, showed that if g(x) has more than one root then there are no solutions to g(r) = s k in integers r; s > 1 if k is su ciently large. Thus if property (II) holds then g(t) is of the form a(t + c) q and by sending t ! t ? c we can assume, without loss of generality, that g(t) = at q for some integer q > 1 and rational a.
De ne Q to be the largest integer dividing q for which a 1=Q is rational, and let a = b Q . Then at q = T Q where T = bt q=Q , so that
where N is the product, over the primes dividing n, of the power of that prime dividing Q (so that (nN; Q=N) = 1). Thus we may begin by factoring as above, and then we can assume without loss of generality that a 1=Q is irrational for all Qjq with Q > 1. By Lemma 1' the factorization of ' n (at q ) is re ected, precisely, in the factorization of at q ? n in Q( n ); let h(t) be a non-trivial monic irreducible factor of at q ? n in Q( n ) t]. Since t q=2 + 2n ); and this happens if and only if a n is a square in Q( n ). Lemma 3 tells us exactly when that happens, and the factorizations that arise were discussed at the end of section 4 (taking x = bt q=2 there). Note that these give the only possible such factorization since we proved above that there is only one. is then 1=r times a polynomial in r and s which is quadratic in s. This has a rational root if and only if its discriminant as a quadratic polynomial in s is a square, and computationally we found that this discriminant is exactly 4f(r). Thus there are in nitely many such g if and only if there are in nitely many rational points (?b=a; c=a 2 ) on the genus one curve y 2 = f(x). Acknowledgements. Thanks are due to Hendrik Lenstra for his proof of Aurifeuille's identity discussed in Section 4 which inspired this paper, to Mike Fried for his helpful email correspondence, to Sam Wagsta for his example mentioned above and others in the computational number theory community who encouraged us to publish these notes, and to Dan Abramovic, Mitch Rothstein and Tom Tucker for conversations about applying Faltings' Theorem to the quadratic g case, even though we never succeeded! This paper is an expanded version of the rst author's lecture at the ANTS III conference at Reed College, Oregon in 1998.
